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November 2, 2021 - Hubbard, Ohio - ELLWOOD Aluminum, a large diameter aluminum ingot and billet, rectangular slab, and 
cast plate manufacturer, announces their newest piece of equipment: the Friggi Aluminum Cutting Saw. 

The new Friggi Aluminum Cutting Saw allows ELLWOOD Aluminum to make vertical, horizontal, angular, and radius cuts to 
aluminum plates, blocks, and bars without repositioning the material. The saw’s sophisticated rotating blade guide system 
makes precise cuts, saving workers and clients both time and money. They can also cut metals with the power saw for ingots, 
billets, slabs, and coils. Additional features of the Friggi Aluminum Cutting Saw include fast cutting, easy loading/unloading of 
material, high-speed mechanics, and simplicity. 

The saw will cut aluminum ingots, billets, rectangular slabs, and cast plates to the clients’ exact specifications with their 
industry-defined chemistries and alloys.

“We are excited to put this new asset to work to serve our customers,” said Dr. Patrick Callihan, President of ELLWOOD 
Aluminum. “The Friggi Aluminum Cutting Saw is going to reduce our processing time and increase our throughput with its
high-speed capabilities and streamlined material handling.” 

The state-of-the-art aluminum saw will continue to help ELLWOOD Aluminum meet its customers’ needs and expectations with 
its optimal performance and precision qualities.

Using Vertical Direct Chill casting technology and a fully equipped lab, ELLWOOD Aluminum has capabilities for casting, 
processing, and quality management of large aluminum ingots in round and rectangular aluminum slabs. With dedicated 
melting and holding furnaces with a casting pit capable of lengths up to 360 inches, ELLWOOD Aluminum can meet any 
customer specifications and be a true partner to them. They pride themselves on producing quality aluminum ingots, billets, 
slabs, and cast plates that are used in industries such as aerospace, defense, automotive, and tooling.  

To request a quote, please visit ellwoodaluminum.com, call 330.534.8668, or email easales@elwd.com.
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